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Downtown Dallas, TX Hotel Offers Deal for Thanksgiving Week 
Last-minute deal seekers can save big at the Renaissance Dallas Hotel with the Buy Two, Get Third Night 50% Off Package. 

 
Dallas, TX – When people think of Thanksgiving Day, they typically think of delicious servings of slow-cooked turkey, mashed 
potatoes and cranberry sauce. The Renaissance Dallas Hotel, however, has something else entirely different on its mind: 
savings. Guests who are searching for a perfect last minute Thanksgiving hotel deal need look no further than this Dallas Market 
Center hotel. One of the best Downtown Dallas, TX hotels, the Renaissance Hotel is offering guests who spend two nights in 
Dallas a third night at 50% off. This deal is available now until November 25, 2011, just in time for the Thanksgiving travel 
season. 
 

To book this hotel deal online, use promotional code BGS. This Dallas, TX hotel deal is available 
seven days a week. A limited number of rooms are available for this promotion. Tax is additional. 
Offer does not apply to groups of 10 or more rooms. Offer cannot be combined with any other 
promotions. Blackout dates may apply. 
 

With 50% off a third night stay, guests can extend their Thanksgiving travel plans while staying in one 
of the best downtown Dallas, TX hotels. The Renaissance Dallas Hotel is located near a number of 
popular Dallas attractions, such as the Reunion Tower, American Airlines Center, the Dallas Market 
Center and the West End. Guests at this downtown Dallas, TX hotel could even venture to nearby 
Arlington and watch the traditional Dallas Cowboys Thanksgiving Day game. 
 
Those more interested in eating (and visiting friends and family, of course) can also consider the 
hotel’s Thanksgiving Dine and Dream Package. This hotel deal offers guests overnight 

accommodations on November 24 and a three-course pre-fix for two at the on-site Asador Restaurant. The Thanksgiving meal 
includes a sweet and savory pumpkin soup, followed by turkey roulade with parsnip puree, roasted root vegetables and 
cranberry jam, and topped with a Texas pecan bar. To book this Dallas Market Center hotel deal use promotional code ES1 
online. 
 
The Renaissance Dallas Hotel gives plenty to be thankful for this holiday season. Guests are encouraged to book their trips 
today and come experience one of the best downtown Dallas, TX hotels around. 
 
About the Renaissance Dallas Hotel 
 
Indulge in a Dallas luxury hotel presenting landmark style combined with rich sophistication at the exquisite Renaissance Dal las 
Hotel. Located in the heart of Market Center, this award-winning Dallas, Texas hotel is near the city's top attractions, including 
Downtown, West End Entertainment District, American Airline Center, Love Field Airport and the Convention Center. Enjoy the 
remarkable architecture of this Dallas Market Center hotel, as well as spectacular views of the downtown skyline. Stunning hotel 
rooms offer upscale amenities, while executive suites and club floor accommodations provide additional luxuries, such as 
evening hors d'oeuvres delivered to your room. Discover elegant event facilities and technologically advanced meeting rooms 
boasting 19,000 sq. ft. of flexible space. Experience the Landmark Hotel of Dallas at the Renaissance Dallas, TX Hotel. 
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